
A HISTORY OF ARPANET

The precursor to the Internet was jumpstarted in the early days of computing history, in with the U.S. Defense
Department's Advanced Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET). ARPA-funded researchers developed many of
the protocols used for Internet communication today.

Sutherland , Richard W. Statements like the ones contained in RFC 3 are very progressive in their openness.
Excluding, in fact, the small circle of people directly involved in the project, a much larger crowd of potential
users e. But Arpanet even brought enormous benefits to the associated universities in the first few decades
after its development: it made it possible to run programs on remote computers. Taylor also decided that it
made no sense to require three teletype machines just to communicate with three incompatible computer
systems. The Internet essentially retains that form, although on a much larger scale. At the height of the Cold
War , military commanders were seeking a computer communications system without a central core, with no
headquarters or base of operations that could be attacked and destroyed by enemies thus blacking out the
entire network in one fell swoop. With packet switching , a network could share a single communication link
for communication between multiple pairs of receivers and transmitters. In , Arpanet was finally discontinued
and replaced by the NSFNet, which had been in existence since  The group became large enough around
people that one meeting was held in conjunction with the Spring Joint Computer Conference in Atlantic City.
But many of those involved said that the agency was far from being a restrictive militaristic environment and
that it gave them free rein to try out radical ideas. The initial standards for identification and authentication of
users, transmission of characters, and error checking and retransmission procedures were discussed. And to
emphasize the point, I labeled the notes "Request for Comments. To build a true open reliable and dynamic
network of networks what was needed was a new general protocol. Only through this early release were the
problems and kinks found and worked out in a timely manner. Each packet works independently of its siblings
i. The demonstration fully succeeded in showing how packet-switching worked to people that were not
involved in the original project. The Internet Governance Forum meets for the first time. As meeting notes, the
RFCs were meant to keep members updated on the status of several things. This is possible because at the core
of this worldwide infrastructure we call the Internet is a set of shared communication standards, procedures
and formats called protocols. BBN helped via developing the packet switching techniques most suitable to
passing a wide variety of information. The IMP then delivered the message to its destination address, either by
delivering it to a locally connected host, or by delivering it to another IMP. The file transfer protocol made it
possible to exchange files between two hosts. It was just a remarkable panoply of online services, all in that
one room with about fifty different terminals. However, in the areas of scientific research and the military,
working without computers already was almost unimaginable. These languages were ahead of their time. He
convinced Ivan Sutherland and Bob Taylor that this network concept was very important and merited
development, although Licklider left ARPA before any contracts were assigned for development. Technology[
edit ] Support for inter-IMP circuits of up to  In , the computer scientist and psychologist, J. This day of
switching known as Flag Day was comparatively complex since the different protocols cannot be used side by
side. However, the message was unable to be completed because the SRI system crashed. Host software April
7 39 Harslem, E. This first set of host protocols included a remote login for interactive use telnet , and a way
to copy files between remote hosts FTP. The later work on internetworking did emphasize robustness and
survivability, including the capability to withstand losses of large portions of the underlying networks. Only
later did we articulate the notion of building a layered set of protocols with general transport services on the
bottom and multiple application- specific protocols on the top. The benefits of Arpanet Looking back, many
see the main benefit of Arpanet as having paved the way for the internet.


